
 

 

Marianne Asam and the Red Cross - to peace with humanity 
by Helene Walterskirchen 

 

 
Marianne Asam (on the left side) and the authoress  

 
 
Imagine this: you meet someone and from the beginning you feel some kind of connection or 
unison of souls. I felt like this when I met Marianne Asam some three years ago and she did quite 
the same. Since then our paths have crossed a few times. We also cooperated in some peace 
projects, e.g. a charity concert and a peace painting initiative. Our key topic "peace" has an 
important part with the Red Cross, too. That way the term "to peace with humanity" is part of the 
organization's motto. 
 
In 2016 I started to portray interesting characters living in the region of Landsberg in my "Culture 
Magazine Rudolfshausen Castle". The portrait of Marianne Asam was one of the first. Thus, in 
edition I/2016 there is a four-page article about the deputy managing director of the Bavarian Red 
Cross (BRC), county chapter of Landsberg am Lech, which provides an insight into the life and work 
of a pleasant, warm-hearted and humble woman. 
 
As a woman and her work cannot be portrayed with one article this is part two. It shows that 
Marianne Asam is not only employee of the BRC but much more: she is one of the numerous 
representatives of the global "Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement" with its headquarters in 
Geneva.  
 
In reply to my question when and how she got in contact with the Red Cross Marianne Asam says: 
 



 

 

"In 1991 I got to the Red Cross. Then a new kindergarten opened in my local community. Its carrier 
was the Red Cross. As a trained educator and mother of small children at that time I was very 
interested in the new kindergarten and its concept. This way I was not only at the opening but 
informed myself thoroughly. I was very pleased about what I learned, e.g. in terms of peace and 
health education. One of the educators got ill quite soon and I was asked by the management if I 
could substitute her. I was happy to accept this offer. During this time of substitution I got an even 
deeper insight into the way of working at the BRC kindergarten. I liked it very much how 
employees treat each other, how the contact was with the carrier, the county chapter of 
Landsberg, and how the carrier support the employees work. I hadn't experienced something like 
this with other carriers in my previous jobs as kindergarten educator. 
 
In April 1992 there was a job offer in the BRK kindergarten and I was asked if, instead of only 
working temporarily, I wanted to have a fixed job there. I accepted right away. After two years, in 
1994, my carrier, the BRC Landsberg, asked me if I was interested in managing a new BRC 
kindergarten in the neighboring community of Lengenfeld. They said I had the potential and that 
they would trust me with this responsible task. I felt honored by this trust and accepted happily. 
For 12 years I managed this kindergarten and converted the two-group establishment into a 
modern day care centre." 
 
I ask Marianne Asam if she had been ready to work with any other carrier, e.g. Caritas, the 
Workers' Welfare Federal Association or the Protestant Church, too, or if it was yet important to 
her that it was the Red Cross. 
 
She answers in her usual thoughtful way: "First I didn't know much about the Red Cross’ 
contentual work or foundations neither how these were put into practice. I only learned this 
through my temporary job in the kindergarten for the first time. Those experiences were not 
completely new but they confirmed that these foundations were not only empty phrases but were 
actually put into practice. By the carrier we were given great freedom how to implement these 
foundations. This was very important and pleasant for me as a creative person who likes 
introducing new ideas." 
 
The Red Cross is a neutral organization - on all levels, i.e. also in the cultural or religious sense. It is 
open to all cultures and religions. Thus my question to Marianne Asam: "How does this affect 
activities in the kindergarten and day care center as well as the field of education? What is 
different?" 
 
Marianne Asam worked in a Catholic kindergarten before she came to the BRC kindergarten. She 
saw that the religious factor was pretty strong, e.g. through praying, religious stories or services. 
Usually there was no space for children of different faith like the Islam or Buddhism. "With us at 
the Red Cross it was a bit different. There were no limits and the door was open to children from 
all cultures and religions. We explained to the children that there was not only the God of the 
Catholics but that the same God was with all the other religions, too, and that he just had a 
different name with them. Of course we celebrated the Christian feast of St. Martin and walked 
with the lanterns. However, we celebrated some Christian feasts a bit different, e.g. Christmas: 
our celebration did not take place in the church but in our kindergarten or out in the woods with 
the fir trees and animals. It was always important to us to have the children taking something 
positive with them. We have clear principles to which all Red Cross staff members are obligated." 
 
Insertion: 



 

 

 
The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement comprises the "International Committee 
of the Red Cross" (ICRC), the "International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies" 
(IFRC) as well as the "National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies". All these organizations are 
legally independent from each other, but are united within the movement through common basic 
principles, objectives, symbols, statutes and governing organizations. ...The International 
Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, which occurs once every four years in the 
headquarters in Geneva (Switzerland), is the highest institutional body of the Movement. ...In sum 
there are currently 97 million active members worldwide under the name of the "International Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement". They work for the ICRC, the Federation and the national 
societies, 300.000 of them full-time. 
 
The planned total budget for 2011 is about 1.23 billion Swiss francs. ... 
 
All organizations and members within the Red Cross Movement follow seven basic rules which 
were declared on 8 October 1965 at the XX. International Conference from 2 to 9 October 1965 and 
were added at the XXV. International Conference from 23 to 31 October 1986. These are: 
 
Humanity, impartiality, neutrality, independence, voluntary service, unity, universality. ... 
 
The tasks of the Federation can be summarized as follows: 
 

• to promote humanitarian principles and values 

• to provide relief assistance in emergency situations of large magnitude, such as natural disasters 

• to support the national societies with disaster preparedness through the education of voluntary 
members and the provision of equipment and relief supplies 

• to support local health care projects 
 
The first slogan of the International Committee of the Red Cross is "Inter Arma Caritas" (in Engl.: 
"amid arms humanity". It was used by Gustave Moynier during the 25 years anniversary of the Red 
Cross Movement in 1888 for the first time. In 1961 the motto was amended for the whole 
movement to "Per Humanitatem ad Pacem" (in Engl.: "with humanity to peace") 
 
Source: Wikipedia) 
 
According to the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement it is the largest aid organization 
worldwide. 
 
 
Foto 
 
 
The Adma Music Friends at their charity peace concert on 21 March 2016 which took place on the 
occasion of the 150 years anniversary of the BRC county chapter Landsberg am Lech. The proceeds 
went to the social work of the BRC. 
 
Marianne Asam is like a leaf on a strong tree which has been on earth for 150 years spanning its 
branches around the world. This tree is called "Red Cross" or more precisely "International Red 



 

 

Cross and Red Crescent Movement" (official name since 1991). Marianne Asam represents the 
philosophy and heart of the Red Cross through her work. She is a living model of the values inside 
the Red Cross principles and carries them into her tasks and actions for BRC on a daily basis. 
 
Marianne Asam: "These values come into effect especially in dealing with each other. This was and 
sometimes still is a challenge but also a big task to live and transmit it so that people can 
understand it. For example: We are a multicultural association, i.e. we also employ foreigners with 
different cultural and religious background. It can happen that some German employees have 
difficulties or even react with rejection. In such situations it is my job to refer these employees to 
the principles of the Red Cross/Red Crescent and to show them what e.g. universality and 
neutrality really means." 
 

 
The 1.7 km peace project "The Peace Banner" was brought to the BRC Landsberg am Lech for a 

painting event; Marianne Asam painted her peace picture on the Peace Banner. 
 

 
 
 


